INTRODUCTION

Schedule Overview

Abandoned and Destructed Property-Hazardous Waste

Administrative History Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) manages both acquisition and disposition of military equipment. Disposition Services records provide accountability for hazardous materials from its receipt as abandoned property to destruction. This schedule expands the previous definition of abandoned property to include hazardous waste and applies a specific retention to provide traceability in the event of negligence or a prohibited occurrence during disposition of the material.

Other Background Information These records were previously scheduled in hard copy only. This schedule will apply to records in all media.

Overall Recommendation

I recommend approval of this schedule.

APPRAISAL

Item 1: Abandoned and Destructed Property-Hazardous Waste documenting the receipt and disposition of hazardous materials through recycling or demanufacturing.

Proposed Disposition: Temporary
Appropriateness of Proposed Disposition: Appropriate

Appraisal Justification:

* Does not document the significant actions of Federal Officials
* Has little or no research value.
* Electronic format does not significantly enhance research value
* Abandoned Property was previously scheduled as temporary in N1-361-87-1 item 37 (980.86)

Adequacy of Proposed Retention Period(s)

* Adequate from standpoint of legal rights and accountability

Media Neutrality: Approved
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